
"Found a loving, supportive, inspiring, international community of like-minded people"

"My time in the Transform Coaching Academy was transformational" 

Being part of Transform Coaching Academy has been the great blessing of this
year. I’ve learned new skills and gained confidence in putting myself out there. I
have found a loving, supportive, inspiring, international community of like minded
people. It feels so good to be part of this incredible journey. And I know it’s just
the beginning. Eve, the program, my coaching partners and my triad allowed me
to heal at a very deep level and I discovered the beauty and the magic of
coaching. My words barely express my gratitude….And, did I mention that I’m
French? At the beginning of the program, I didn’t dare speak in English and now I
can coach in English! Isn’t it amazing ? I definitely recommend this program!

Chantal de Souza, Strasbourg, France

Hear What People Just Like You Love About
The Transform Coaching Academy

My time in the Transform Coaching Academy Coaching Certification Program
has been rewarding and, yes, transformational. I value my experience with the
material, Eve’s knowledge and expertise, and the personal relationships I have
built with other coaches in the program. 

Mark Duncan, USA

"Got a great full time coaching job within a month of graduating"

Transform Coaching Academy was such a wonderful experience. I learned so
much from Eve and from my fellow students. You get real hands-on experience
through Eve’s program. She shows you step by step how to structure your
sessions with clients and gives you real-life examples of how to implement what
you are learning. Not only will you gain the skills needed to be an effective coach,
but the things you learn will have a real impact on your life as well.
Within a month of graduating from Transform Coaching Academy, I was offered
a coaching position with an amazing organization. I cannot put into words how
life-changing Eve and Transform Coaching Academy have been for me. Eve is
truly gifted and such a blessing to all who have the privilege to be taught by her.

Kathryn Alvarez, California, USA

"I have made great strides both personally and professionally"

I’d like to thank you for caring and putting so much effort and quality into this
program. I’m really happy with my decision to study with you. I feel confident
with the skills and knowledge that the program has provided us. This program
has brought much growth for me. I have made great strides, both personally and
professionally. Thank you, Eve. What you bring to the world makes a big
difference and will have ripple effects for many years to come.

Myriam Webb, Canada



"The best investment I have ever made!"

"Don’t hesitate, it’s a great program"

"My time in the Transform Coaching Academy was transformational" 

Joining Eve Agee at Transform Coaching Academy during my last couple of
months of college was the best investment I have ever made! When I meditated
on what my purpose was during those last few months of undergrad, Eve’s group
discovery session email invite popped into my inbox and I still do not know how!
All I know is that it was a blessing.

Eve is a supportive, empathetic, in touch, and natural teacher. The space that
she creates for us to learn and grow is unmatched. The program is THOROUGH.
Not only does she teach you everything you need to know to become a coach,
you are able to gain International Coach Federation credentials, and be given the
tools you need to start your practice even before you graduate! By completing
this program, I was not only able to change my life by walking in my purpose, but
assist others in walking in theirs. You will intuitively be reassured time and time
again that you’ve made the right choice investing in this program.

Kaya Hampton, Virginia USA

Dr. Eve is amazing at being present. She does an amazing job with her guided
breathwork and guided meditations. Her energy really attracts some amazing
individuals. Everybody in my group during the process was so full of compassion
and empathy and were just amazing human beings. Everyone was able to hold
space and we were able to share with one another to deep levels of vulnerability
because of the community that was created.

There's also a level of flexibility with her program that I really enjoyed. I had a lot
going on and a lot on my plate when I signed up for the process, and there was
the ability to make up any classes that I was unable to make live by watching a
recording of that same session and taking notes, and then submitting what I had
learned from that session to her and her team. I had the occasional scheduling
conflict that didn't allow me to attend every session, but I could still participate
by watching and learning the recordings without having to actually be there live.

The course is also clearly broken down and the tools that we're provided with
are done so in a very clear manner so that we can really pull from them as
needed when interacting with our clients. Overall, I would highly recommend her
course. Don't hesitate, it's a great program.

Jeffrey Sera, USA

I am so grateful for Dr. Eve Agee and the Transform Coaching Academy,
especially now given the current world circumstances. My acupuncture business
closed on March 15th due to the global pandemic. I had just graduated from the
Transform Coaching Academy program and I had to pivot quickly to another
income stream. Thanks to the confidence I gained as a coach through my
training, I quickly launched some online workshops. These coupled with a few
paying coaching clients have given me an average of $1800 a month since this
all began. I feel like this is the beginning of a new chapter in how I am meant to
serve my community and help people heal. I have deep gratitude for Eve and the
Transform Coaching Academy Certification Program.

Leslie Lloyd, Maryland USA



"I’ve seen “the light” of being able to earn a sustainable living while doing what I love"

Before I enrolled in the Transform Coaching Academy™ certification program, I
had a small practice and was just scraping by with group yoga classes and a few
one-on-one sessions here or there. I didn’t know how to offer more. NOW I’m
helping people through my coaching programs and seeing actual results. I’ve
seen “the light” of being able to earn a sustainable living while doing what I love
and I’ve got such huge potential! And I’m able to work less so that I can be more
concentrated in offering wellness care to individuals. I actually paid for my TCA
tuition with coaching during the TCA program. Whether you join for personal life
enhancement and growth or to actually begin or continue a coaching career, the
support TCA offers is incredible. It’s very worth it! 

Beck Forsland, Oregon, USA

"Paid off my training before I was even done"

I am so glad I was referred to Transform Coaching Academy™ by a graduate! I
paid off my training before I was even done with the curriculum using the Done-
For-You Coaching Package…Eve is fully committed to her students, and delivers
above and beyond what is expected.

Elijah Hawkin, Texas, USA

"This is for you if you want to help clients tap in on a deeper level"

I fully endorse Transform Coaching Academy with Eve. She's excellent. When I
decided to become a coach, it probably took me about five years to actually be
okay with the idea. I was doing really well. I started a business, and was doing
really well in it. And the idea of pivoting into something else was a really big
decision. And I think along the process, it was very difficult for me to just be
okay with this idea that you can actually help people break through, because I'm
used to delivering a work product, and you can see what happens at the end.

And I also love that in the program you actually get to partner with other folks
and that's where you really start to become confident. It's an incredibly different
thing to actually get to coach your peers and see them have breakthroughs and
feel like, 'Oh wow, this really does happen! This really does help!' So that was
been really exciting about the program. 

I 100% recommend TCA to anyone who's looking to be a coach and actually help
clients tap in on a deeper level and pursue what's really meaningful to them and
their life... this is the perfect program for you.

Joseph Bojang, Oklahoma, USA

"I got to know myself as a person"

Participating in the TCA has been quite transformational for me. Having the
opportunity to try all coaching techniques on myself has made me develop
tremendously as a coach, know myself better as a person, access my inner
unique skills, and especially understand how I can make a difference for others
and create the value I have always desired. Eve is incredibly generous in her
teachings and provides extra time and attention to each of us in a very loving
way.

Cristina de la Fuenta, Brazil 



"It will give you the tools you need to find your passion and live fully"

"I have made great strides both personally and professionally"

Being in the Transform Coaching Academy has changed my life so much and I
know it will continue to for the rest of my life. Eve’s teaching and entire program
along with the amazing connections I’ve made in TCA have been so profoundly
impactful that I have difficulty attempting to put it into words. From the very
bottom of my heart, thank you.

It is the singular best investment I’ve ever made; not only in myself, but also for
every person that I have the privilege and honor of crossing paths with. Truly
Eve, you are so amazing and I’m eternally grateful for you, TCA and my coaching
partners.

Ashley Herrmann, Pennsylvania, USA

When I heard that Eve was developing the Transform Coaching Academy
program, I was thrilled. All of my heart and inner guidance resounded with a big,
'Yes!' It was, however, an act of faith to move forward. As I did, wonderful things
began to open up for me. Personally, I was experiencing breakthroughs from old
beliefs that were holding me back from moving forward in several areas of my
life. Just being involved in the classes and doing the work brought more good
energy and awareness in those areas of struggle. 

This new found freedom moved not only into my personal life and relationships,
but also my business as a yoga teacher/studio owner. My business continues to
grow and so does my Coaching practice. Within a very short time, while taking
the course, I was able to not only pay for my tuition, but make additional income
as well! My dreams were coming true! 

I highly recommend this program to anyone who wants to truly become free
from whatever is hindering growth in any area of life. It will give you the tools you
need to find your passion and live fully into it, being nourished and supplied as
you go! 

Cindee Joslin, Arkansas, USA

"I have never been so excited about my life and my career as I am now!"

The Transform Coaching Academy Coaching Certification Program has given me
the confidence to do what I am so passionate about, helping others to grow and
heal mind body and spirit. Thank you Dr. Eve Agee for creating a safe inviting
space to learn and expand my knowledge. 

The course was everything I hoped and more. There was nothing left out in this
course, from already done for you client forms, how to sell, marketing and so
much more that I am beyond grateful for! I feel totally prepared to begin my
practice and feel confident, that what I learned will change many lives.

Tanya G. Randall, Canada



"I am now equipped with the tools & compassion to help guide clients" 

"I found myself looking forward to each class as a highlight of my week." 

"My life has been transformed financially"

I am so blessed to have discovered Eve and the Transform Coaching Academy. I
have always been super passionate about my rewarding career in real estate. I
enjoyed always meeting new people and received a lot of personal satisfaction
helping them to obtain suitable housing. After many years of good times in the
industry things shifted dramatically after the bubble burst in 2008. For me my
business never felt like work until now. Over a period of time, what use to be fun
systematically became drudgery. Although my company struggled and I didn't
enjoy it anymore, I wouldn't leave. Fortunately, I was inspired to consider
becoming a life coach. As the stars would have it, I resonated with Eve's program
and I am glad I did. I was so impressed with the course material and how hands
on she was. What was priceless and unexpected for me was as I progressed
through the program, my own life began to transform. I have healed so much
spiritually and learned a lot about myself. I know from this amazing experience, I
am now equipped with the tools and compassion to help guide clients as they
transform their own lives. For this I am eternally thankful.

Lahna Wood, Aruba

Enrolling in Transform Coaching Academy has brought new joy into my life. I
have gained the skills and confidence to open my own business as a
transformational life coach. I have found the work that I truly love to do and I
wake up each day excited about my life! The methods that Eve teaches are
extremely powerful and have given me the tools to facilitate profound
transformation for my clients. Eve is a skilled, compassionate and wise teacher
and I found myself looking forward to each class as a highlight of my week. I also
met a wonderful community of women in the program and am happy to say that
many are now my close friends and also colleagues with whom I can share this
amazing path. I am blessed to have found the work I am meant to do and it all
started with enrolling in TCA--I highly recommend it!

Jennifer Cushman, New Zealand

I struggled financially most of my life, until I worked with Eve Agee. For the first
time I have financial stability in my life. I enjoy more balance, peace and
abundance in all areas of my life. Before this, I had spent thousands of dollars
and worked with many healers and nothing seemed to help me make the shift in
the way my life changed with my sessions with Eve. My life has been
transformed financially. She is a gift from God. I am forever grateful for her. 

Johnna Andrea Tuttle, Idaho, USA

"It's amazing. 100% more than I ever expected!!!"

The Transform Coaching Academy Certification Program is really very special.
Eve, I am so grateful that you are in my life! You have done an amazing job with
the classes, the practice sessions, the manual...It’s amazing, 100% more than I
ever expected!!! I am also thrilled to be part of this wonderful group of coaches,
and part of an even bigger impulse to move humanity forward, Aren’t we
fortunate!!! 

Valeriana Pasqua-Masback, New York, USA



"I felt very much supported and challenged to dive deep through the entire training"

"Eve is an amazing teacher and is committed to our success"

"I felt very much supported and challenged to dive deep through the entire training"

"The training was much better than an in-person course would even be"

The training with Eve and the beautiful community of like minded souls in TCA
was a huge gift--it helped me have a deeper understanding of how change
begins not with dealing with circumstances, but by tapping into the mindset. It is
a training for understanding how powerful we truly are, and Eve gives us the
tools for helping those we coach see their own potential, as well. I felt very much
supported and challenged to dive deep through the entire training and I highly
recommend Transform Coaching Academy. I am now taking the steps to add
coaching to the tools I can offer my clients in my stress management business.

Megan McGeary, California, USA

I came to Eve at a point in my life where I was disheartened about the coaching
industry. I was literally giving myself one last chance with coaching, and I'm so
glad I did! I found Eve through the recommendation of a friend (who is also a
TCA grad). The TCA program not only gave me the coaching skills I was looking
for, it transformed my life. Going through TCA was a journey of spiritual growth
that allowed me to reconnect deeply with my intuition, which is such a gift when
I work with my clients. TCA is not just a great program because of its content,
more importantly, Eve is an amazing teacher and mentor. She truly believes in
each one of us and is committed to our success. There is so much light and love
in her! Thank you Eve, my life is forever changed because of your love and
dedication. I'm forever grateful!

Ruth Wong, Singapore

As a professional organizer, my business is a very emotional one for many
clients. I decided to invest in the Transform Coaching Academy program to
strengthen my understanding and support for my clients. What I discovered was
that in the midst of this profound education, my life and beliefs were being
transform, enabling me to become more aware of beliefs that were limiting my
personal growth. The curriculum, experiential exercises, student community,
coaching partnerships and mastermind group were each valuable in deepening
my understanding of the coursework. I'm ready to take it all over again!

Virginia Barkley, Louisiana, USA

My experience taking Eve's coaching certification course was richer than I ever
imagined. The TCA training program goes above and beyond the promise of
most coaching programs. Eve pours her heart and soul into all aspects of the
training and throughout, I felt a profound transformation unfolding. Eve is
passionate about filling our toolbox with techniques we can use, getting us
actively coaching early in the program and guiding us along the way. Her
techniques helped me tap into deep layers of inner wisdom and surprising
potential. I still continue to be amazed at how profound this work is and how fast
shifts can be made. I didn't expect to have such richness in an online format, but
the training course was much better than an in-person course would even be.
With the classes, the mastermind groups and coaching partners, I got to know
almost everyone in the course and I gained a whole network of coaches across
the US and Canada. Thanks, Eve!

Karen Miraldi, Ohio, USA



"Eve is the real deal and so are her beautiful offerings to the world" 

"This really spoke to me and I knew my future clients would benefit!"

"I felt very much supported and challenged to dive deep through the entire training" 

I spent months, possibly even years, looking for the perfect coaching program. I
did not have any luck. None of them really resonated with me and I felt like I was
just signing up for the sake of earning a certificate, nothing else. I wanted to feel
excited and alive when making this big decision. I was just about to call it quits
with my search, but just at that time I heard Eve being interviewed. Immediately I
resonated with her message and energy, so as soon as she mentioned that she
offered a coaching certification program I just knew it was the one I was looking
for. I signed up immediately and have loved the journey that she takes us on. I
have grown so much and I have much more confidence than I ever had. I knew I
would never quite step into the coach I knew I could be without examining what
was holding me back and keeping me stuck. With Eve’s program you go through
your own transformation, so that we may be able to support our own clients
even more so, and help them with their own blocks and frustrations. Eve is so
kind, genuine, and knowledgeable. She truly cares about her students and
believes in each one of us. Without her support and her incredible program, I
would lack the knowledge, resources, and especially the confidence that I so
needed. Eve is the real deal, and so are her beautiful offerings to the world. 

Kelly Wojtaszek, Spain

I discovered the Transform Coaching Academy at a time when my life was filled
with challenges and a necessity to change. From the very first module I
recognized it would be a powerful tool in my own life. The fact that it has given
me a framework, and trained me to also help others as a coach is a truly a
miracle. I'm grateful for the Transform Coaching Academy staff, my fellow
coaching partners, and to Eve for creating a program that I know is helping so
many men and women and changing many lives. 

Michon  Lartigue,  Washington, DC, USA

I am so grateful for the Transform Coaching Academy training in my pursuit to
become a professional life coach. I confidently know TCA has prepared me to
expertly coach both groups and 1-on-1. Not only have I been formally trained in
an ICF accredited program, but I have also personally grown in this training. I
have greater success in health, joy, love, relationships, and career. This abundant
growth is due to TCA' s principles which have taught me to live by them and
inspire others to do the same.

Mari Shofner, Texas, USA

"Dr. Eve Agee is a wonderful coach who expanded my awareness" 

The coach training program at Transform Coaching Academy helped me to
enhance my coaching skills by introducing me to new coaching tools that added
to my current toolkit. Dr. Eve Agee is a wonderful coach and coach trainer who
expanded my awareness of the amazing possibilities of online coach training and
remote learning. Thank you, Dr. Eve, for being a wonderful trainer! 

Modupe Taylor-Pearce PhD, Sierra Leone



"I was fully supported with Eve and her beautiful, divine soul" 

"I’ve experienced so many shifts since joining"

"I felt very much supported and challenged to dive deep through the entire training" 

"I finally found the missing piece to manifesting!"

I started this journey with Dr. Eve Agee and Transform Coaching Academy
knowing I wanted to pursue a life coaching certification. Not only have I been
blessed on a personal level, but have become a confident, life changing coach
whose mission is to empower women struggling through transition, overcoming
fear and anxiety and assisting them in creating change. I have personally
transformed & empowered my life physically, mentally and emotionally. The
information and processes I received was significant not only in my personal
growth and expansion but what I will share in the world. I live in abundance as a
result of this life changing journey; and am forever grateful. I was fully supported
with Eve and her beautiful divine soul, and as well with a group of unbelievable
women on their own journeys.

Janet Muller, New York, USA

I joined the Transform Coaching Academy when i was in a very rough spot. I have
changed in such a positive way and because of the changes within me, my life
has also gotten much much better. Eve's approach to coaching is very realistic.
She teaches us that we have the power to heal ourselves through our thoughts
and beliefs. I have completely changed my perspective on so many things that
used to bother me... they don't anymore. There has definitely been a shift within
me!! Eve is extremely knowledgeable and I was very impressed with the course.
She was always punctual, professional, upbeat, compassionate and she is a very
good business woman! I would highly recommend Transform Coaching Academy
for anyone looking to become a coach or simply improve themselves. It really
works! It changed my life!! Thank you Eve!! 

Michon  Lartigue,  Washington, DC, USA

First and foremost I want to thank Eve for this opportunity and journey! E ve’s
program has helped me personally on many levels . I have o pened my heart to
love and expressing my feelings to others . I have b uilt healthy friendships and
relations with love trust and boundaries. T his alone has helped me mentally and
physically for my mind, body, & s oul! I never dreamed of being a coach, I was
only trying to create a meaningful life for myself after this amazingly beautiful
journey I want to help others create a meaningful life.

Brittney Mullins, USA

What an amazing teacher and mentor we have in Dr. Eve Agee! I have listened
and studied the Laws of Success and Prosperity for years and still struggled with
WHAT makes them work! I had all of the "head" knowledge but seemed to be
"missing" the "secret" piece that created manifestation! I am excited and thrilled
to report that after learning the module on magnetizing money, I MAGNETIZED
$1,000 IN A TWO WEEK PERIOD! The information coupled with the visualization
put the puzzle together for me! Dr. Eve Agee has changed the direction of my
path forever! If you have been a student of the Laws of prosperity and seem to
just be missing SOMETHING...connect with Dr. Eve! She is brilliant, easy to
understand and has a teaching style that places each of the components
together in a POWERFUL presentation!

Aimee Christly, Oklahoma, USA



"The holistic, practical methods really spoke to me" 

"TCA has given me the confidence to pursue a career I have always dreamed of" 

"You're sure to be well supported and make lifelong friends"

I decided to take the TCA program after evaluating a few other coaching
programs. What I liked best about Eve's program was how it integrated holistic
teaching alongside practical information. This really spoke to me' and I knew my
future clients would benefit from the processes taught within the course. I know
Coaching is my calling and taking the TCA program really laid the groundwork for
my practice. Thanks Eve!

Donna Wood, Canada

I decided to sign up for the TCA program to better my personal skills of listening,
developing confidence and cultivating self-compassion. As I learn and practice
these new skills I am finding my authentic place, increasing my courage to show
up for others, and attracting infinite possibilities. The TCA course has given me
the confidence to pursue a career and lifestyle I have always dreamed of. Not
only did TCA deliver, I'm magnetizing people that want what I have. Using the
business skills taught in TCA I have taken on one-on-one clients as well as
started small fee-based community workshops, which continue to fill up with a
wait list, while I'm still in the TCA program! With TCA's small class size I have been
blessed to meet amazing women, some of whoma re becoming my closest
friends and I feel like we are on this wonderful journey together. Simply amazing. 

Diana Clinch, Utah, USA

Eve is fully committed to the growth and success of her students and always
goes the extra mile to make sure they have all the clarity, support, and
motivation they need. She truly believes in her students and has the gift of
seeing their highest potential and creating an environment where they can
realize it, too. She also attracts the kindest, most talented and open-hearted
individuals to her programs, so you’re sure to be well supported by your
colleagues and even to make lifelong friends. The layout of the program and the
structure it provides is absolutely essential if you are looking to become a
professional coach. Opportunities for hands-on practice and feedback abound,
so students receive theory AND practical training. The program is set up to be
convenient and able to work for you. I’m forever grateful to have had the
opportunity to learn from Eve and the training program she has been perfecting
for decades.

Kelsey Potts, USA

"I am truly thankful for Eve and her support"

Since my coaching with Eve Agee, the positive changes I have experienced are
holistic, spanning my mind, body and spirit. The changes have been fast – much
faster than I could have managed on my own. My small business has doubled its
client base in just two years (my income has doubled, as well)! My eating habits
are the best they’ve ever been; I am learning to listen to my body and give it
what it needs. My relationships are more fulfilling, and I’ve never felt so
connected to the Divine. I am truly thankful to Eve for her support and the
knowledge she has so graciously passed on to me. In fact, I have decided to take
this skill set to a new level with Eve’s coach certification course. I’m excited to
explore even more as I learn how to pass this knowledge on to others. Thanks,
Eve!

Hannah Pasquinzo, Arkansas, USA



"I replaced my corporate income in 6 months" 

The Transform Coaching Academy has solidified my purpose of why I was
dropped onto this Earth. Eve and the Transform Coaching Academy really
allowed me to dive in deeper into the kind of impact and influence that I wanted
to make. I primarily focus on corporate and business and community leaders;
primarily women who are in leadership roles, or transitioning into leadership
roles. I worked a fulltime job while going through TCA and clients started to find
me. It helped me get very clear about my ideal clients; how to reach them; and,
how to connect with them at a very deep heart level so that there could be
impact made by a ripple effect. 

I have a really flourishing business in less than a year since diving full time into
my coaching practice and replaced my corporate income within 6 months,
working about 20 hours a week doing something that I really love. 

I work with global companies, nation-wide companies, start-up companies and I
have a beautiful one-on-one practice with women in leadership roles. I do VIP
days for them, where I really get to focus and nourish them. And then I get to
walk into corporations working from CEO level to someone who’s just starting in
their career, to really set into their core values. All the tools and resources from
the marketing piece to coaching tools taught in the Transform Coaching
Academy have made it incredible. 

I’d gotten to a point in my career of working 50-60 hours a week, and I was
really good at what I was doing. But I was also feeling like I needed to kind of level
up what I was doing and really kind of fall in love with the work, because I had
kind of fallen out of love with what I was doing. And having an opportunity to
connect with Eve and the Transform Coaching Academy really allowed me to
dive in deeper into the kind of work that I really wanted to do. And most
importantly, the kind of impact and influence that I wanted to make. It has
allowed me to do a lot of my own self-healing, both from a physical aspect as
well as from a heart aspect. 

Alison Nail Malone, USA 

"I can't say THANK YOU enough"

I can’t THANK YOU enough for our coaching call yesterday. I am so grateful to
land in TCA at this point in my life. What I’ve learned and the community you
have attracted have been such a healing force. I really feel my spirit is rising!
Thank you! With Love and Gratitude. 

Patti Durkin, New Jersey, USA

"One of the best experiences of my life"

You need TCA, TCA retreats, and Eve Agee in your life. You just don’t know you
need it. Through TCA and all of Eve’s programs, I have uncovered so many things
about myself. Such a grounding, inspiring and brilliant experience.

Kasturi Joglekar, Arkansas, USA



"This has been the perfect path for expanding my professional goals" 

"I began coaching for pay within two months of the course ending"

I had a life changing ‘AHA!’ moment every time I met with Eve. When she offered
a Certification Course this last fall, I enrolled. It was a transformational
experience. I was able to work on myself and learn & use the techniques Eve
taught us to practice on & with my classmates. This practice was instrumental in
developing the confidence I needed to coach paying clients. It worked! I began
coaching for pay within two months of the course ending. Many of my
classmates were coaching for pay during the course and were able to cover the
cost of the course. I sincerely recommend taking any of Eve’s courses whether
you’re wanting to learn to coach and/or just wanting a supportive forum to
expand your well being. Since connecting with Eve my outlook is improved, my
energy level & confidence are up, my meditations have deepened and
expanded, my ability to be present in my life has vastly improved, my awareness
and consciousness are raised and my purpose in life has crystallized. If you are
ready, Eve is here!

Kathleen Kastner Mortenson, California, USA

For years I have been exploring new opportunities for personal growth and for
expanding my practice as a psychologist. I began hearing more and more about
this emerging field of coaching which seemed to fit perfectly with my holistic
approach as a therapist and with my own personal worldview. When I learned
about Dr. Eve Agee and the Transform Coaching Academy, I was inspired to sign
up for the training program, believing it would be the catalyst to help bring new
life into my career and professional practice. What I wasn’t expecting was the
remarkable transformation and shift that occurred within me. I began individual
coaching with Eve Agee and there was no turning back. Both the training
program and personal coaching were life-changing experiences and I’m forever
grateful for Eve and the TCA. I am passionate about sharing the knowledge base
and transforming processes that I’ve learned so that others can also experience
greater fulfillment, freedom and abundance in their lives. This has been the
perfect path for expanding my private practice and professional goals of
facilitating well-being, promoting health and building strengths. 

Dr. Shona Palmer, USA

"Eve dedicated so much focus on how to set up your business" 

The course through Transform Coaching Academy was clear and full of valuable
information. At first I thought that doing a class on the phone would make it less
intimate but Eve gave us many options to connect with and work with other
people in class. For example, she set us up with a practice partner, a Master
Mind group, was available to us outside of class time, and set up a FaceBook
page where the participants could interact with each other. One of the things I
appreciated about the course was that Eve dedicated so much focus on how to
set up your business. I found this very valuable because so many people are
hesitant to think about making money when it comes to this kind of work. The
reality is that we all need to make a living, so it was nice to feel supported and
guided when it came to this part of the processes. Eve was very generous with
the amount of information that she gave us during the course, but she also
allowed us to use the worksheets from the course in order to help us start our
business. This will not only save us an incredible amount of time but it keeps us
from having to reinvent the wheel. Thanks Eve! 

Maria Tripodi, Washington DC, USA



"This has been the perfect path for expanding my professional goals" 

"I have made great strides both personally and professionally"

I am so glad that I took the Transform Coaching Academy certification program!
It has really changed my life in so many wonderful ways. This training program is
a significant turning point in my life. It has really propelled me into a new chapter
of my life and career. Before the program, I knew that I wanted to help people
and inspire them to achieve their goals and dreams, but I didn’t know how to do
that. Now with the TCA training, I feel so empowered and capable and excited to
achieve my dream of helping others achieve their dreams! I have the skills to
coach people and loads of tools and techniques to help others manifest all their
hearts’ desires. All my clients have had such incredible results in their lives, and
this has brought me so much joy! I love how as I’ve learned to help others
transform their lives, I’ve transformed mine! This is the beauty of TCA. By
implementing all that I was learning throughout the program, I’ve overcame many
things that have challenged me nearly my whole life. I learned how to transform
this energy and live a life of freedom where I am open to receiving all my heart
desires. I have also strengthened my intuitive abilities, I’ve learned techniques
that I can use now for my whole life, and I am attracting such wonderful people
into my life. TCA has truly enriched my life and I am so grateful to Eve! She is a
wonderful teacher and mentor. Every week, I looked forward to her classes and
being in her energy. Thank you so much, Eve, for sharing your gifts.

Adele Novak, Canada

"The organization helped me get so much out of each class" 

I really like the way you structure the course. Each class is really easy to follow
along whether I’m on the tele seminar live or listening to it by recording. The
organization of the tele seminars matching up so well with the class materials
help me get so much out of each class!

Mel Tsai, California, USA

I had no idea Dr. Eve Agee’s Transform Coaching Academy Program would have
changed my life so breathtakingly beautifully! I knew I wanted to be a life coach,
but which program was the right one? I listened to Eve talk about her program
and thought it was a good fit for me. In the beginning, I was wondering if I would
really be able to coach by the middle of the Program as Eve had said? Well, we
were not even to the middle of the Program when EVERYTHING in my life began
to change. I had more confidence in things, my self esteem was beginning to
soar, my relationship with my husband became more loving, kind, patient and
understanding. My relationships with others began to take on a richer aspect,
and I had coaching clients just as Eve had predicted. My life looked like I had
always dreamed it could be, or should be. I am happier than ever in my life and I
owe it to Eve and the Transform Coaching Academy. I would highly recommend
and trust Eve with any person considering a career in coaching. With taking her
Program and the personal change in my life because of it, I feel there is nothing
better or more complete in education and transformation than this. Thank you
from the bottom of my heart, Eve, for your sincere love and compassion in all
you have touched. We are all richer for you being in our lives. 

Elaine Moorehead, Georgia, USA



"Eve has put together a clear program for coaches" 

"TCA has provided me with time honored tools that I can use" 

Before enrolling in the Transform Coaching Academy I had a strong desire to
help people, but didn’t feel I had the tools and skill set to really translate this
passion into action. I came across an interview that Eve gave and felt a huge
intuitive pull to enroll in TCA. At first I wasn’t sure that I would be able to afford
the program (old mindset), but the desire was so strong, I just said – I am going
to make it work! And I did, and it has been one of the best decisions of my life! I
have always been a spiritual seeker with a deep desire to inspire and help
others, but I didn’t know where to start, what actions to take. TCA has equipped
me very specifically to take actions, and help others using really powerful and
accessible processes. Not only do I feel equipped and empowered to help
others, TCA has transformed my personal life as well! I have experienced positive
shifts in every area of my life since beginning the program – relationships,
financial, health, creativity and scope of possibility. I have also put in motion a
long time dream to start writing a book, as well as becoming a life coach. Life is
an ever evolving spiritual journey, and I believe that TCA has provided me with
time honored tools that I can use in my life and the lives of others for the rest of
my life to continue growing and being a part of expanding consciousness in our
world.

I highly recommend this program! If you feel drawn to it, find a way to make it
work – Shakti Gawain says ‘The Universe rewards us for taking risks’ – not that
taking the program is a risk – but if it in any way feels outside of your comfort
zone, and you still feel a strong draw to do it – it’s like a soul, creative life risk (in
the best possible sense)– and these are the actions that bring the most
beautiful ‘be-comings’ in our lives! Eve is a wonderful teacher – caring and
empowering, also practical. The material is accessible and I feel like my
consciousness has expanded more with every week, and every new class during
the program. 

Leah Henderson, Canada

I signed up for the Transform Coaching Academy course to provide me with a
framework to allow me to coach in the most effective manner and give me
confidence in offering a package of sessions to clients. TCA offered this and in a
more spiritual way, showing how to help clients connect with their inner
guidance. The course has fulfilled these expectations in a very meaningful way.
Eve has put together a clear program for coaches to offer clients ways of finding
their sparkling future. 

Janet Chant, Australia

"I highly recommend TCA to anyone who is wanting profound transformation" 

Eve pours her heart and soul into her Transformational Coaching Academy! She
makes you feel completely loved and supported throughout the training. She
wants you to succeed on every level as a coach. I loved the TCA Manual she
created and her weekly calls, meditations and powerful coaching processes. I
highly recommend TCA to anyone who is wanting profound transformation in
their lives and the lives of their clients. 

Kathleen Kastner Mortenson, California, USA



I came into the Transform Coaching Academy™ program hoping to find a
solution to my blocked creativity so that I could once again live a life of passion
and purpose after living in fear for many years. I was hoping this program would
help me understand and face these blocks so that I in turn could help others not
live in the same pain I had suffered. Eve’s course has not only helped me
understand and face these creative blocks reaching freedom and success in this
area of my life, but incredibly, the course has proved to be much deeper and
much richer than I had imagined. Eve’s course has brought balance into all areas
of my life. 

I have improved and more authentic relationships with my family, friends and
community. I have been able to reach a deep respect and acceptance of my
body, my wisdom and my intuition as a woman reaching middle age. Resulting in
expanded self-care and wellness in my physical and emotional body. I have a
deeper and more enlightened relationship with my spirit and have found grace
and peace and calm through the various meditation and visualization practices
abundant in this work. I no longer fear my future and am confident in the
abundance and wealth I am beginning to create as a result of this course. Last
year at this time I was working a 9-5 job that was not meaningful – hiding my
true gifts and spirit inside a cubicle – boxed in, restless, unhappy and burdened
with the fear of moving forward. 

Today I stand a transformed woman who is aligned not only with my creative
passions and gifts but with my soul’s purpose – providing healing, hope and
understanding to other creative souls who are living in fear or hiding. I am able to
magnetize potential clients toward me with ease through the honesty of my
unique story and experience and the change that I have already cultivated in my
own life. I have been booked for a workshop just speaking with someone in the
creative arts about this profound transformational work I have been trained to
provide. I believe what sets this program apart from other Coaching programs is
the unique transformational work that Eve brings to the course through years of
her own experience and expertise in the healing and spiritual arts and through
her field work as an anthropologist as well. I am so eternally grateful to Eve for
sharing her gifts and knowledge with me through this course. I am now able to
tap into my own power as a healer and change maker in a universe that is
shifting towards love and light. I am honored to now be a part of this shift.
Blessings. 

"I am now able to tap into my own power as a healer and change maker" 

Erin Taylor, New York, USA


